Color Cookies

Activity Guide

⚠️ WARNING:
CHOKING HAZARD - Small parts. Not for children under 3 years.
Children enjoy open-ended creative play with Goodie Games. As children grow and learn, challenge them by adding a level of difficulty to these games and activities.

Contents

20 self-checking sequencing cards (green and blue borders)
18 self-checking matching cards (red and orange borders)
36 color cookies
Spinner
Game 1—Cookie Towers

2–4 players • Ages 3+

1. Place all cookie halves in a center pile.
2. Say “go” to initiate the game.
3. Players match colors to build whole cookies.
4. Stack finished cookies to build towers.
5. See who can build the highest tower.

Variation: Suggest alternating the chocolate and vanilla cookies when building the towers.
Game 2—Cookie Match

2–4 players • Ages 4+

1. Place all cookie halves in a center pile.
2. Place the orange-border cards in a center pile.
3. All players build a cookie with the cream-filling color displayed on the top orange-border card.
4. Turn the card over.
5. Keep your cookie if it matches exactly the cookie on the red-border side of the card. Return cookie halves to the center if it doesn’t match.
6. Put the card back in the bottom of the pile.
7. Play until you collect six cookies.
Game 3—Which is Next?

2–4 players • Ages 4+

1. Match all the cookie halves and assemble them before playing (match both cookie and cream colors).

2. Place the blue-border cards in a center pile.

3. Look at the top card and try to find the next cookie to complete the sequence.

4. Turn the card over to the green-border side to check if the answer is correct.

5. Keep both the card and cookie if the answer is correct.

6. If the cookie does not complete the sequence, return the cookie and return card to the bottom of the pile.

7. Take turns and keep playing until one player collects three cards.
Game 4—Rainbow Cookies

2–4 players • Ages 4+

1. Place cookie halves in a center pile.
2. Spin the spinner.
3. If the spinner lands on a color, find a cookie half with the same-color filling and place it in front of you.
4. If the spinner lands on the cookie jar, take any cookie half.
5. Make a whole cookie by putting together two halves containing the same-color filling.
6. Collect three whole cookies, each with a different filling color. Cookies can be vanilla, chocolate, or half-vanilla and half-chocolate.
Look for these other products from Learning Resources®:

LER 1180 Goodie Games™ Counting Bears
LER 1181 Goodie Games™ Cookie Shapes